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DAYTONA BEACH MORNING JOURNAL
The High Cost of sna6ping
12/10/62
JOHNS COMMITTEE DOES LITTLE. SPENDS LOTS
1st of a ' series of ten
DEAN OF ACADEMI C AFFAIRS
by Mabel Norris Chesley, associate editor
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
TAMPA, FLORtDA

I

Just about as conservatively as it co~ld be estimated, it has cost the State of
Florida $208,412 to get an assistant professor of English suspended and a drama
professor forced out of the University of South Florida, and the resignations of 15
unnamed professors from the University of Florida.
Perhaps it cost thousands more.
The English professor, Dr. Sheldon N. Grebstein, waa reinstated a month after
the suspension. He used the time to reaearcb a new book he is preparing to write.
The drama professor, John w. Caldwell, now has a good position as a Virginia
live theater director. But before he quit Florida, in a blaze of scathing denuncia•
tion of its unhappy academic climate now, he, too, was reinstated at USF. He quit,
finally, because of the depressed atmosphere there.
Last October, the Florida Supreme Court reinstated three high school teachers
in Pinellas County whose licenses had been revoked and their jobs lost because they
were accused of being homosexuals. The Court said the firings were illegal; that
confessions were obtained by threats, and that the agent on the case did not have
the power he claimed.
The UP professors also left because of charges of homosexuality---they did not
fight back as did the teachers after the agent's power was challenged. They apparently did not know they could.
Besides the resignations and suspensions, the at least $208,412 bought for the
state threats from top science instructors to leave Florida, an attitude among
faculties either of despair, fear, apathy or utter ridicule of the state. It also
generated considerable expenditure of funds for numerous law suits, one of which
still is pending in the U.S. Supreme Court.
These are the recorded "accomplishments" to date of the "Florida Legislative
Committee's investigation of Organizations." It commonly is known as the Johns
Committee because it mostly has been headed by Sen. Charley E. Johns of Starke, a
fire eating segregationist, states' righter and foe of progressive education.
The News-Journal can prove every item in the cost of these "accomplishments--to a point. Naturally, the newspaper can't account for the cost in loss of professors who were here or those who couldn't get a berth on the faculty, nor the
loas in morale.
- Nor can we prove the cost under a heading: "confidential informants' fees."
There is no one e ~n question on this, a total of $8,840.38, according to the
State Treasurer. It bears only the name of an investigator for the legislative
committee.
As for the cost in morale in the state's .higher educational system: Who can put
a price tag on morale?
However, as for the actual recorded costs. this newspaper has them. It has
transcribed from records in the Treasurer's office in Tallahassee, from micro~ilm,
every voucher issued in the name of the "I of O Committee" (Investigation of
Organizations), and all explanations of those vouchers that were recorded for the
state. These became part of the record of the current history of 1torida, and
possibly will be pursued by future historians to see how state government operated
in this era.
/
It's an amazing record.
Apparently while investigating the University of South Florida last spring,
investigators took trips to such places as Hot Springs, Ark., and various cities
in Alabama. No explanation for the trips accompanied the requests for the vouchers.
The expenditures can be broken down in four categories for these investigators:
---They require, of course, salary.
-·-Then they must have "per diem"·--daily living costs.
-·-Then there is the coat of traveling.
---And, finally, there's capital outlay---supplies.

•

I

During the investigation of USF, the investigators required such capital
expenditures as a recording machine and tape for it.
Cost: $564.
Three months later, it cost another $19.68 to get the machine repaired; another
$94.60 for tape for it; $22.79 for paper and $35 to rent a typewriter to put the
messages into relatively permanent form.
That same month, there was a voucher Ul\der "other expenses'' that shows the
committee's telephone costs amounted to $205, of which $190.50 was for long distance.
As a starter for the new fiscal year last July, the comntttee hired one Nathan
L. Friedman to use the taped messages of witnesses (or confidential informers), and
rented typewriter to put on paper the record of about five months of the investigators' paid efforts.
The yellowed papers some day may give historians a start, as they review the
cost.
Taxpayers shelled out $3,138, according to Voucher No. 7593, just for those
crumbling sheets of paper mostly bearing unsworn, unsupported accusations against
Americans, students, their professors and other adults.
The Johns Committee is a considerably different one than the coamittee which
first probed race relations in Florida. Created in 1955, that one performed at
least one service for the state---it made a laughing stock of the most noted racist
to visit here in ages, and got him out of Florida. John Kasper couldn't take it
when the committee revealed that he used to dance with Negro girls in New York, so
he left his race baiting activities here.
For this, the committee---simply called the Legislative Investigating Committee
and headed by Rep. Henry Land of Orange County---was commended by Gov. Collins.
But the commendation didn't impress one member·--Charley Johns--·nor the committee's counsel. They had other plans for their activities. Among them was a set of
laws, including laws providing for the closure of schools and accepting private
money to operate all White ones.
A bitter battle developed in the '57 session over this---opponents of the
measure were pressured with ridicule. For instance, Rep. Fred Karl of Daytona
Beach found a sign on his desk one day: "Honorary Member of NAACP."
But the laws were all voted down and Florida wound up with only a pupil placement law in trying to stay integration.
NEXT: Johns takes over.
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High Cost of Snooping
JOHNS COMMITTEE HAS SPENT $208,000
2nd in a series of ten
by Mabel Norris Chesley, associate editor

DAYTONA B&\.CH MORNING JOURNAL
12/11/62

Three year$ after the U.S. Supreme Court knocked down state statutes or state
constitutional provisions that forced racial segregation in public schools, the
Florida Legislative Committees Investigation of Organizations was born.
It more frequently is referred to as the Johns Committee because it mostly has
been headed by Sen. Charley E. Johns of Starke, a member of the Legislature since
1935, temporary Governor in 1953 after the death of Gov. Dan McCarty (Johns then was
a Senate President), and always a member of the Pork Chop Gang, the ruling clique
of Senate made up of 20 rural minded members. He is a former railroad employe.
Johns is an arch foe of any form of liberalism. He could be somewhat embittered
because when he ran for the office of Governor while temporarily occupying it, he
was beaten thoroughly by LeRoy Collins, a fellow Senator and not a Pork Chopper to
be.

***
As a stand patter, Johns was the natural choice of a committee charged with the
task the new statute in 1957 set forth: "• •• to make investigations of the activities in this state of organizations and individuals advocating violence or a
course of conduct which would constitute a violation of the laws of Florida."
Nothing about communism. Nothing about the National Assn. for the Advancement
of Colored People, or the Ku Klux Klan, or homosexuality, or colleges and universities, or school teachers.
But the committee has busied itself on all of these.
It has done so at a cost of $208,412.88 up to last Sept. 24, the last entry date
the News-Journal was able to obtain from the records in the Treasurer's office in
Tallahassee.
The committee's allocation, at first, was $65,000 for each biennium. It went
over that amount immediately, so the amount was increased to $75,000. But that's
not going to be enough.
It spent almost that much in the last fiscal year and the new one up to Sept.24.
Expenditures for that period totaled $72,956.56.

***
But how can it operate? The Legislature doesn't meet until next April, so how
can it make up its deficits?
Easy. With expenditures up to last June 30 amounting to $51,219.59, and the
committee badly in the red thereby for the bienni~, it already had made preparations for the expenditures and the resultlog deficit.
According to State Comptroller Smith, Johns had informed the Cabinet last
January that the committee couldn't make it through to 1963, end of the biennium.
And the Cabinet had pledged, said Smith, another $67,150 at that time for the rest
of the biennium from a special "deficit" fund of the Legislature.
So the investigators for the committee had to get rid of the rest of the $75 , 000
before the 1961 biennium deadline June 30.

***
When the Cabinet openly met in June, 1962, it was cut and dried. There was
hardly any discussion as it passed approval of the $67,150 additional funds for
the I. cf o. Committee.
·
But, the committee still may have trouble making it to next June·--or even to
April, when the Legislature meets.
For the biennium, it was $9,484 in the red. However, it kept on spending,
until, by Sept. 24, it had spent $21,737 more. That made an imbalance of $31,221.
Taking the deficit from the new blood furnished by a sympathetic Cabinet, it means
from last September to next April it should have only $25,778 to spend.

***

And what is this money buying for Florida taxpayers who unwittingly have been
shelling it out?
As told yesterday, the committee succeeded in getting Dr. Sheldon Grebstein,
professor of the new University of South Florida at Tampa, suspended from his job.
It succeeded in getting John w. Caldwell of the same institution suspended. Both
were reinstated, but Caldweli resigned subsequently in a show of great disillusionment. Also, three school teachers were fired, but the Supreme Court of the state
reinstated them.
It brought about a few resignations at the University of Florida by unproved
charges.
And it succeeded in settling a pall of fear and discontent over higher and
secondary education in the state.
These are the accomplishments of published record to date of the so called
Johns Committee.

***
But it has garnered to itself reams of publicity and numerous official comments
on its intentions. And it has made a lot of citizens wake up, particularly college
students, to problems of government.
For instance, this editorial comment by the Tampa Tribune is typical of thoughtful people's reaction: "Now, if every faculty member at a state university sees
hanging over his head the threat of sumaary dismissal for what Charley Johns or
the Board of Control considers an error of classroom judgment, there will be certain inevitable consequences.
"The more enterprising and imaginative teachers will depart at the first opportunity; top professors in other institutions will shun Florida as a plague; and the
remaining faculty members will be so careful to toe the line of the conventional
and noncontroversial that freedom of inquiry will shrink steadily."
The Tribune published whole pages of letters from concerned readers. Note this
coument from Nadina Gessman, a high school student in Tampa who wants to enter USF
next fall: "How many great teachers and scholars will wish to stay at, or come to,
USF if freedom of conscience and the right to seek and teach the truth is denied
them? • • • And what right do we have to pretend to fight communism and to induce
other nations to do so, if we ourselves at home resort to Bolshevist methods of
suppressing freedom and truth?"

***
Nearby, a strong competitor of the Tribune, the St. Petersburg Times, dropped
rivalry to join in the fight as it issued editorial warnings on how the state's
university system is in danger from the unenlightened attitude of Johns and his
cohorts.
Rep. Tom Whitaker of Tampa, certainly not a liberal thinker, recently scored
the committee's singling out the University of South Florida for probing, and
pointed out that had there been the wrongs hinted in the Johns CODlllittee's report
on the institution, there would have been prosecutions.
The Board of Control, after nearly five years of sitting back while the I. of
o. Committee was snooping through other colleges, finally lost its patience last
September. It told the conmittee, in effect, to keep hands off the state's colleges
and universitieb---the Constitution gives the board sole right to "receive, investi·
gate and take action upon any and all complaints directed toward or against the
institutions under its authority."
Here is what Dr. John s. Allen, USF president, had to say of the conmittee in
August; "The Johns Committee has generated an endless flow of unfair and harmful
publicity. It has probed beyond its legislative mandate into the university's
curriculum, its choice of assigned reading material, the religious and political
beliefs of its faculty, the professional judgment of its administrators, and even
into the private lives of its staff, seeking to build the moat one sided and
damaging case i t could against the institution."
He was joined in the statement by the American Assn. of University Professors.

***
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Meanwhile, these professors looked to the Board of Control to protect them.
Instead, the board, apparently went back into its old shell and came out with what
the Johns Committee sought·--new controls on academic freedan.
In a three point directive, each with many subdirectives, the board commanded
the universities to keep close watch on professors and students through files on
their "loyalty and attitudes toward comnunism, moral conduct," and through fingerprinting teachers. As for students, any intiication of "antisocial" behavior will
be cause to refuse his admission. Books must be screened closer for "obscenity. 11
And: "Where serious variations from acceptable behavior occur, the board requires
that a full report shall be placed in the permanent record of the individual
concerned."

***

At Florida State University, a top science teacher, Dr. Michael Kasha, was
quick to react. Director of the university's Institute of Molecular Biophysics,
Kasha said: "The atmosphere required for scholarly teaching, research, and creative work is being undermined by an atmosphere of mistrust in the line of relations
from the state government, to the Board of Control, to the faculties. A university
faculty can't operate without a certain professional element of trust. A substan·
tial improvement in these relations must ake place before the future of the univer•
sity system in the State of Florida is assured."
Kasha warned that unless the board changes its directives, he would leave the
state. And so would his scientific colleagues---though Florida, the new state for
scientific experiment, sorely needs them.
Nevertheless, Johns and his fellows continue to spend Florida tax money on
"a lot more investigating we have to do."
NEXT: Who are these fellows?
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MOST JOHNS COMMITT!B MBMBERS THINK SAME WAY AS CHAIRMAN

3rd of a series of ten
by Mabel Norris Chesley, associate editor
Charley E. Johns, the chairman, is a perennial member of the coumittee that
bears his name and is charged solely with the task of probing into the actions of
Florida organizations.
As chairman, Johns, an insurance dealer in Starke, wields a lot of influence
over who can serve on it; where and how its handsome allowance is to be spent, and
whom it hires.
Most of ita members are his kindred in spirit. They suspect all liberalism,
as he does. They worry about education in this state; indeed in the nation itself,
and at times indicate a desire to remold it in its old McGuffey Reader pattern.
They are ardent states' righters.

***

And they are kindred with Johna in area, too. With the exception of Sen. Cliff
Berrell of Miami, and Ben Hill Griffin of Polk County, all original members were
from North or North Central Florida.
But the Miami Herald recently described Herrell as a Legislator who "doesn't
believe in fighting power, he tries to uae it." That, the paper's Tallahassee
political niter explained, ta how he has earned the label of a "Pork Chop Gang"
member. He formerly owned a health spa in Miami Springs, but his major interests
is akin to that of Sen. Pres. Carraway, who appoints the committee, and who is a
Tallahassee banker.
Griffin is a wealthy land, citrus and cattle owner and generally recognized as
ultraconservative.

***

Some other members of the committee besides Johns are of original standing too.
There's Rep. William G. O'Neill of Ocala, former Speaker of the House, as
enthusiastic about investigating as is Johns.
Sen. w. Randolph Hodges of Cedar Key i i known ae an original member of the
Pork Chop Gang, but he bas not made as many trips investigating the things of prime
interest to the committee as have Johna, O'Neill, Herrell and Griffin. He is close
to Gov. Bryant.
Gone from the original committee are Sen. Bart Knight of Calhoun County and
Rep. J. B. Hopkins of Pensacola-both no longer in the Legislature.
The committee records show only that Sen. H. H. Hair of Live Oak replaced one
of the departed members in 1959. This could be traced through the vouchers in the
Treasurer's office that show committee expenditures since its creation in 1957.

***
The records indicate that four more
members joined the committee in the fiscaH
year of 1960·61. This time, South Florida had Rep. A. J. Ryan of Broward County
as its voice in committee affairs; Central Florida was represented by Sen. lrlo o.
Bronson of Kissimmee, and Rep. J. E. Mathews (now a Senator) of Jacksonville pitted
his more liberal voice againat Johns.
The fourth newcomer is Rep. George Stone, a Representative of Escambia County.
His mailing address is a rural box number out of Atmore, Ala.
In the 1961-62 fiscal year, ending last June, the travelling committee members
added to the growing list were R. o. Mitchell of Tallahassee, H. w. Roberts of Live
Oak, E. B. Fraser of Macclenny, and George B. Stallings Jr. of Jacksonville, all of
North Florida.
Stallings, particularly, is noted for hie ardent desire to remold education in
the state. He forced through the 1961 session a course on "Americanism vs.
Comnunism," which has been scored by many educators as an ineffective way to try to
introduce youths to an understanding of the worldwide menace of a totalitarian
conspiracy.
***

Meanwhile, the names of Johns, O'Neill, and Griffin continue to be listed on
the roster of Floridans who openly and secretly probe men's views on cabbages and
kings and many things-particularly things concerning race relations and education,
comnunism and sex.
The conflict between the conmittee and the public-the latter represented by
organizations, professors, students and other John Does who have concern for the
public welfare-began early in its existence.
The committee first plunged into an investigation of the National Assn. for the
Advancement of Colored People - a prime cause of its creation in 1957.
It came up with this conclusion: In the top membership of NAACP there were 145
individuals who had "a grand total of 2,200 affiliations, each of which is listed
in the exhibits properly identified by sworn testimony before this comnittee."
(No vouchers of record show a Judge receiving perdiem or travel expenses to administer such oaths.) The affiliations, of course, refer to communism.

***

Its official report to the full Legislature in 1959 says that the national
NAACP in 1950 "inadvertently ••• admits that it has been unable to cope with the
Communists and Communist Party followers in its own organization."
Following is a part of the resolution passed by the national NAACP in 1950:
"RESOLVED, that this convention go on record as directing and instructing the
bgard of directors to take the necessary action to eradicate such infiltration,
and if necessary to suspend and reorganize, or lift the charter and expel any unit ••
local units ••• under Communist or other political control or domination." (The
writer will supply any curious reader with the wording filling the blanks; they
merely are intended to save reading time of those not so curious.)

***

Some people have been even more blunt than the Tampa Tribune, the St. Petersburg Times and The News Journal in attempting to call the coamittee's hand-a
challenge that has awakened ire and resolve in many voters and college students.
For instance, there is the American Civil Liberties Un~bn.
This nationwide organization, now headed by a Midwest Republican, has been
commended since its inception by every American President as an outfit concerned
with the rights of man the Constitution sets forth. It has not been the subject of
an investigation by the "Johns Committee."
Bluntly, the Florida branch of ACLU says: "The real purpose of the investigating committee is quite obvious. The underlying concern of the committee is to
harass organizations which seek to implement the Supreme Court's decision on school
desegregation."

***

The Miami Chapter of ACLU is the only instrument that has been able to stymie
the committee through the usually open channel in the u.s. - a court of law.
It now has a suit pending in the U.S • .Supreme Court against the comnittee; it
has hampered its activities with numerous other suits in Florida courts.
In a statement to the Dade County legislative delegation last year, the
defenders of justice said:
''We do not oppose investigations. We do not oppose Communist probes. We are
in favor of ridding the state of subversive elements, whether they be Communists
or members of the White Citizens Council, and we pledge our cooperation in any in•
vestigation legitimately and constitutionally aimed to achieve these ends."
But, the group strongly opposed spending taxpayers' money in the state for the
alleged objectives of the Johns Coamittee•to stifle progress on race relations by
clouding them with a blanket of red hues.
The Johns Committee bitterly complained to the full Legislature in 1959 that
the ACLU greatly hampered its investigative progress-and expenditure of funds-with
its efforts to snatch away the blanket.
NEXT: Legalistic turmoil and immunity.
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MIAMI CHAPTER OF THE ACLU PROVES FRUSTRATING TO CHARLEY JOHNS
4th in a aeries of ten
by Mabel Norrie Chesley, associate editor
Must an organization, working for the touchy objective of integration of the
races, reveal its membership list?
Yes, says the Johns Committee. No, says the ACLU---the Miami chapter of the
American Civil Liberties Union.
This contrast in answers has wended its way through numerous courts in Florida,
and the final answer now is being awaited from the u.s. Supreme Court.
But even that answer won't settle the issue definttely. There's a strange twiet
to its ramifications that may make it necessary for ACLU to take a new approach.
However, the Florida Supreme Court has answered in one case-·-"No."
Probably no outfit has so frustrated Charley Johns as the Miami ACLU, with
attorney Tobias Simon furnishing the group's mental muscle. It began in 1958, when
Johns, under the spotlight of tv cameras and many pens of reporters, arrived in
Miami to investigate alleged subversion of the National Assn. for the Advancement
of Colored People.
The cOUllllittee's investigators had combed the records of the late State Atty.
George Brautigam who had investigated NAACP in Florida in 1955. He had had 13
people thrown into jail as Communists---and some were Negro. Later, the Florida
Supreme Court threw out the jailings as highly illegal; nonetheless the racial
aspect still lingered.
The Johns COUllllittee subpoenaed these same people, plus the officers of NAACP,
and managed to link alleged Communists with them through the manner of the probe.
The leaders were indicted for failure to answer questions.
Later, the ACLU said it did not take $150,000---the cost of the probe·--to find
out who the alleged Communists were. "All it took was a man capable of knowing
bow to read," it said. The names of the alleged Coamuniets bad been printed prominently in the two Miami dailies, the Herald and the News.
Nonetheless, the NAACP denied, under oath, that the named 13 Communists ever
had been members of its group. One bad attended two meetings---they are open to
all---but was not a member before or after the legislative investigation.
But the organization refused to reveal its membership to the committee. Florida
was then being harrassed by the South's racial troubles, and some people, including
employers, blamed the NAACP. Some persons lost their joba when it was revealed
they belonged to the group.

***

The cases growing out of the conflict finally focused on two NAACP officers,
Rev. Theodore Gibson and Rev. Edward Graham of Miami. The Graham case, with both
involving refusal to reveal NAACP membership, finally was reversed by the Florida
Supreme Court, but it held that Gibson was guilty.
The difference: Graham absolutely refused to answer questions from the canmittee
on membership, though he took an oath that none of the 13 alleged Communists were
NAACPers, nor were any other alleged Communists members; Gibson dallied with the
court's time. He said he would give the coamittee verbal information on every
member of NAACP, but he would not bring the records before it or into any court.
The committee complained that it would not rely on his memory, but wanted the
list before him as he testified to each person's affiliations and beliefs.
The tortuous legalistic route, complained the coamittee, included allegations
that it is not a legal conmittee and therefore can't question anyone's affiliations
or beliefs. The courts have held that it can, but the matter has taken a lot of
its time and costs. On top of this, the ACLU forced it to start all over again at
a new fiscal year because it was approved anew by the Legislature in 1959, and had
new members.

***

The professor from the University of South Florida, who has quit the educational
field because of Johns, hasn't been as fortunate in having fun or recourse with the
conmittee legalistically.
John w. Caldwell was suspended this fall for three reasons---all unfolded by
the committee's costly investigation of USP, He allegedly failed to report properly
some other man's approach to a student for homosexual purpose~; he was drunk and
became abusive toward a patr~lman, and he harbored a girl student in his home.
Nonetheless on a thorough investigation by his peers, he was reinstated to his
post as a professor of drama.

***
Caldwell, a victim of a heart ailment, has offered to produce witnesses to show
that he reported the homosexual incident to his superiors, had not been drinking
when he tangled with the patrolman, and that he saved the girl student from an
unfortunate marriage---and that it was his wife and mother in law who largely
influenced her after he took her into his home.
During his suspension, he sought an attorney to inquire about damages he felt
were due him. He was told Johns is innnune---as well as other conmittee members--for liability in what they say, just as are members of the U.S. Congress or foreign
emissaries here.
He was reinstated after he was absolved by a faculty coumittee and the universit:
administration, but when Johns issued a stinging denunciation of USF Pres. John s.
Allen for reinstating him, dragging the red herring over the committee's coals again,
Caldwell wrote his resignation to the university.
"These police state methods have made me and my colleagues almost physically
ill and I can't tell you the contempt I feel as a result," he wrote Allen,
"I find I can't work in a system where such reckless pursuit of a teacher can
take place. Since I am unwilling to suffer such vilification and slander from a
source immune from prosecution, I have no choice except to resign from the field
of higher education in the State of Florida,"
Then he added this: "Florida's state universities can't hope to attain greatness
under the withering scrutiny of reckless investigations, for no teacher of stature
will be willing to subject himself to such irresponsible attack."
NEXT: The inquisition, and toning down.
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WHAT STARTED INVESTIGATIONS OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS?
5th in a series of ten
by Mabel Norrie Chesley, associate editor
When it comes to the Johns Conmittee, professors usually like to remain anonymous. Of course, some can't. Drs. Greltstein and Caldwell of the University of
South Florida couldn't because they were suspended by the committee's accusations--never beard in court·--but reinstated after being heard by a faculty coamittee.
Way back in 1958, the older, long renowned University of Florida was a subject
of investigation by Johns and his cohorts.
We talked recently with a professor there---appropriately a professor of educa•
tion. To you, he is to be John Doe. To us, he's an intelligent man, solely interested in Florida's educational future, though he doesn't have too many years left to
observe it. He is a man who believes that no man has the right to question the
sexual, religious or political attitudes of another man so long as he does not influ·
ence others to the detriment of the general welfare, particularly resorting to
violence.

***

"John Doe" was at u. of F. when the Johns Committee invaded that campus in 1958.
A native southerner, he takes a somewhat conservative view of the activities.
He highly disapproves of homosexually inclined people on a faculty. Yet, he
says: "Who are we normal people to condemn these unfortunates? I have read 'Well of
Loneliness' and I understand their predicament. I know too that homosexuals can be
'saved' by psychiatric help."
But he went even further: "So long as these adults ••• influence no youths--1 say it's out of our realm to criticize."
But "John Doe" agreed with the number of u. of F. people the committee says
left because of their probe, though unproved homosexuals. He said only one among
the 15 accused asked for a bearing. The resignation of the one was asked after the
hearing, Doe said.

***
Whai: started all these unsavory implications, the unproved ones, on the state's
higher educational institutions?
Actually, the committee went to u. of F. to investigate, as it legally was permitted to do, Communist infiltration on a faculty•••though no one had said any was
there.
But when the committee arrived, rumors were going the zounds about a professor
in a position of pd.icy making. He long ago had left on his own accord, but the
rumors didn't leave with him.
John heard the rumors too, so the investigation switched from communism to sex.
Doe was not suamoned personally to the committee's inquiry, but many of his
colleagues were. One told him:
"It was like the Inquisitions must have .been. Every word I said was distorted.
I came away with the feeling of the noose on my neck because of the thoughts they
yanked out of me. Sorry, old chap•••nice knowing you and the other brains in
Florida, but it's no longer for me."
Be resigned the next day.

***
Except for the professor who asked for a hearing, none of the nearly 2,000
faculty members of u. of F. demanded their rights in a court of law for their
accused fellows. But possibly now they wish they had.
Last October, the Florida Supreme Court ruled that three Pinellas schoolteacher&,
who had brought suit contesting their dismissals on charges of homosexuality leveled
by the Johns Committee, had been dismissed illegally. The court said the conmittee's
investigator, R.. J. Strickland, had obtained confessions from the teachers on the

~
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-
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pain of threat of public exposure---confessions later repudiated by the teachers.
In addition, said the court: "When the investigator set himself up to delve into
the homosexual problem, there was no semblance of authority for so doing."
But the University of South Florida probe took a different turn from the one at
u. of r.---particularly after it got under way publicly.
At first, it wasn't very public. A girl student wrote later that she had been
summoned to Zephyrhills to a USF professor's home for "an evening." There, she
found students entering a room, one by one, and leaving with a look of shock on
their faces, or with smug expressions. When it was her turn, she discovered that
the "evening" was a small inquisition·--she was being asked to tell tales on other
professors.
Did she think they had "Communist ideas?" Had she ever noted anything that was
"queer" in their behavior? What of their teaching materials·--were any of them
"lewd? 11
She answered no to all the questions and left, sickened.

***

Others were taken to luxurious motel rooms for questioning by the investigators,
long before the actual probe started. The records show payment of $500 and $200 in
salaries for two special investigators in February who later received travel costs
in the Tampa area.
A. J. Strickland, the chief investigator for the committee, made his first trip
to Tampa on Jan. 23; stayed in the area for three days, then set out for Starke,
home of Charley Johns. On the same day he drove to Tallahassee, his home, and the
next returned to Tampa. He remained there two more days; returned to the capital,
and went to Miami, home of Coamitteeman Cliff Berrell. Be stayed in Miami six days,
- spending $22.80 on telephone calls and taxis.
Within a month, he had put out $252.88 in "confidential informant fees."
From Miami, he went to Jacksonville, home of George Stallings, the "education"
member of the committee.

***

The actual investigation began at USF on May 24, and it was apparently mild,
in comparison with u. of F. Particularly, the rules were better, say university
attaches.
The committee had agreed to question 200 teachers and 75 faculty members. All
who wanted could have counsel, and the questions would be fair.
Apparently ther were. During the long days of questioning up to June 6, no one
had to ask for an attorney to contest rights' infringements; few had to refuse to
answer questions.
But the rules were violated. Only six students were queried, and only 15 faculty
members. Students mostly were those whose parents apparently had protested some
teaching material.

***

Deans were a prime target. Dean Russel M. Cooper, particularly, was a focal
point, for it was he who had invited an alleged COD1Dunist to speak before his sopho·
more class in "The American Idea." The talk had to be canceled because of objections
of the professor who had summoned students to Zephyrhills, and of a far right coun•
try newspaper editor at Zephyrhills.
Presumably, Dean Cooper gave the comnittee, in its always closed session, the
explanation he later issued for inviting Dr. Jerome Davis, vacationing then in
Zephyrhills:
"The 'American Idea' class has been studying today's issues, comparing capita•
list democracy with fascism, with socialism and with c01DDUnism. It presented students with all aides of these questions in order that they may become better informed
Americans and more realistic in dealing with the Communists.
"The Western position had been discussed thoroughly last spring, but there was
no one on the staff who was sufficiently critical of American institutions to pre•
sent honestly the other side. Dr. Davis • • • seemed an answer to the problem. Be
is the son of a missionary in China, a former professor at the Yale Divinity School,
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and authority of the book, 'Capitalism and Its Culture,' in which he held up American
economic institutions to the touchstone of the Sermon on the Mount, and felt them
uuCbristian in several respects."
He also said later: "Because of his critical views, Dr. Davis long has been
under attack by certain groups, but he is too much of a Christian to be a Communist.
When the Saturday Evening Post once accused Dr. Davis of Conmunist affiliations,
he sued the Post for libel and won heavy damages when it could not prove the chargea.
The Johns Committee knew these facts but did not include them in its report."

***

The faculty member who had protested on the Davis appearance no longer is at the
university. He was fired by Dr. John Allen, president, for his part in inducing the
Johns investigation. But before he left Tampa, he broke with the comnittee because
it failed to call him to testify at the university from which he had been ousted.
However, the committee set up special offices downtown on June 7, and spent many
hours listening to the fired professor.
Ironically, the man showed up at a Kentucky college this fall seeking a job.
He said he'd just left California, where he was an important representative of the
U.S. State Dept., an auth~rity on history and a World traveler. He was hired by a
department head who has a former student at USF now---John Egerton, news bureau
chief. Egerton, unwittingly, almost got the man fired again when he telephoned the
Kentucky university on another matter, and found that the former USP professor was
there and heard his wild story.
However, because of the shortage of teachers, the school could find no one to
fill his post, or willing to move to the state.
Florida has not faced this dilemma yet.
'"'
But the probe of the University of South Floridat and the way in which its
findings were issued by the committee makes the scarcity of good teachers and the
atmosphere in Florida a matter of double jeopardy, say sane teachers.
NEXT: The Grebstein case.
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SOUGHT TO IMPROVE EDUCAnON; NOW HE MIGHT LEAVE FLORIDA
6th in a series of ten
by Mabel Norris Chesley, associate editor
When Sheldon Grebstein, 34, his petite 30 year old wife and their two little
sons arrived in Tampa last fall, the parents had great visions of the future.
It's understandable they would have had dreams. Sheldon Grebstein is a vision•
ary man, and as such he had been invited to help build a new university in a state
that is being forced to look far into the future, and it can do it only through
improved education.
To him, the invitation was a release. He was feeling discouraged at the post
he had at the University of Kentucky·--an old and staid institution. There had been
little change there in his nine years of teaching American literature as an assis·
tant professor. He wanted to move ahead, for he is convinced the nation is changing
rapidly.

***

~

His talents are exceptional··--and well trained. He received his B.A. degree
from University of Southern California, cum laude; M.A. degree from Columbia, with
distinction, and his Ph.D. from Michigan State with an average of 4 on the 4 point
system. On top of teaching, he had written seven articles, one textbook, one
scholarly book, several essays, two scholarly reviews and 125 newspaper reviews.
It was this record that induced Dr. John Allen, USF prexy, to seek out Dr. Grebstein.
But it may be doubtful now that Dr. Grebstein will remain in Florida to help in
the building it needs.
The vision is not the same, and be feels his ability has been damaged.
Like a predecessor at the beautiful university, Dr. Grebstein does not believe
he can stay in the same state and put up with the academic interference of Sen.
Charley Johns of the Florida Legislature, and his committee investigators.

***
Dr. Grebstein is one of the victims of that committee and the investigators. and
a part of its monetary cost of $208,412 up to last Sept. 24.
The committee and its probers still are on the march, with its counsel still
drawing $916.66 a month retainer; added investigators still roaming the state, and
with another deficit dented $67,150 granted by a sympathetic State Cabinet.
In September, the last month The News-Journal checked, the investigators were
tramping through the piney woods of North Flirda, with occasional stops at Starke,
the home of the committee chairman, Johns; Jacksonville, the home of George Stallings
the member who would remold education to fit Bobbsy Twins mentality, and Miami,
the home of Cliff Herrell, the banker member.
They ducked into Gainesville, too, home .of the already investigated University
of Florida, one of the earliest institutions of learning in the state.
Oddly, no voucher midst the hundreds issued in the name of the committee records
a visit by committeemen or investigators to Daytona Beach, often mentioned as the
possible site for a space age university.
Dr. Grebstein still is teaching classes in literature at the University of South
Florida, and trying hard to reclaim his own and his colleagues' morale---as well as
that of the students. But he's finding it hard going.

***
There is that awful memory the Grebsteins have of a month this fall.
It began at a three day Board of Control meeting in Gainesville Oct. 17·--a
meeting that ended with the board bringing out a harsh directive for such subjects
as communism, sex and choice of teaching materials.
Up until that date, Dr. Grebstein had been a happy, purposeful man. He still

is purposeful. but not happy---not happy with Florida, that is.

***

The beginning, as he has pieced it together, was like this:
Dr. Allen was at that Board of Control meeting. Johns bad sent an esaay Dr.
Grebstein had used in his class to the meeting, with salient passages marked. The
essay, written by Norman Podhoretz, had been published·-·before it went into a text·
book on literary criticism·--in Commentary, a nationally recognized magazine for
those interested in literature, and in the Partisan Review, often used in colleges.
The Johns Committee and its investigators are not interested in literature,
as such.
It was homecoming weekend at the university; football and alumni fervor were in
the atmosphere, and on hand among the alumnt were legislative ones. These legis•
lators tend to have a feeling of possession of the campua because they are so powerful in deciding the money it will spend for professors, buildings and other needs.
It was a prepossessing moment for the Johns Committee to indicate dissatisfaction with a professor's choice of teaching material. but not a good moment for
academic freedom.
Dr. Allan returned to Tampa, apparently with an ultimatum. He put Grebstein
under suspension while a committee of his peers investigated bis worthiness as a
teacher and the material he bad used.
It ook quite a long time, but Grebstein used it to advantage. Already authoreditor of "the Monkey Trial"·--a compilation of testimony in the famous Scopes case
on evolution, with his own commentary on it·--and a critical review of Sinclair
Lewis' life and writings, be plunged into research on a new book he had begun before
.. moving to Tampa.

***

The Committee. meanwhile, wrote to dozens of colleges and literary critics
throughout the nation to ask about the choice of the controversial essay. Fifty
universities or critics replied, and 48 of them said the essay was of the highest
calibre in literary value for its style and its meaning. Norman Cousins, editor of
the Saturday Review, praised USF for having a young man with the imagination to use
the essay in his class.
The two who did not approve were Bob Jones University, which counts among its
alumni Billy Hargis, the far right leader, and College of St. Rose, a Catholic
girls school in New York State.
The coamittee checked far back into Grebstein's life, and came forth with the
decision that he was quite a "conventional" man---middle clase family, above average
intelligence. a good husband and father, a weight watcher. moderate smoker and
drinker. If there was anything exceptional, it waa that he had the distinction of
being able to use one of his own books as reading material in his class--·"The
Monkey Trial."

***

Faculty members turned investigators also queried a number of students about the
material. All but two of the 31 in Grebstein'a class said they had not found it
objectionable at all; they had taken it in stride and found it to be valuable in
their quest of understanding modern American literature.
The two objectors said the material was vulgar.
These two were a son and a daughter of two sets of parents who had gone to the
Johna Committee to demand an investigation of USF, its faculty and its teachings
without notifying the university of their intent. Their investigating kick had
started long before Grebstein'a claas in advanced writing began, and already had
succeeded in forcing John w. Caldwell out of the class on charges of laxity in
morals which he refuted canpletely. But he left USP and the state because he could
not tolerate the growing antiintellectual atmosphere the Johns Committee had brought
to the campus.
The faculty comnittee had in ita hand• also Dr. Grebstein's explanation of why
he used the controversial material.
NEXT: Two kinda of "Know Nothings."
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ESSAY ATTACKS BEA'l'NIK WRITING; YET PRQFESS<ll SUSPP.NDED 1<B IT
7th in a series of ten
by Mabel Norris Chesley, associate editor
"It is ironic that Dr. Grebstein should be suspended for putting into the hand•
of his students an essay which attacks and denounces one type of literature so
recently deplored by some critics of the university," says a bulletin on academic
responsibility from the Language-Literature Division of the University of South
Florida this fall.
The denounced literature was an essay entitled: "The Know-Nothing Bohemians," by
Norman Podhoretz, editor of the intellectual journal, Commentary.
Its denouncers were members of the Johns Com:nittee, its investigators, and some
parents of USF students.

***
What is the controversial essay about, and who are the Bohemian Know Nothings?
Here is what Dr. Sheldon Grebstein, who was suspended in October (since reinstated) for using it, has to say of the Podhoretz work:
"I first read this article long before I even knew of the existence of the
University of South Florida. My opinion of it then has remained unshaken to this
moment. It struck me as one of the clearest, most vigorous, most forceful pieces
of its kind I ever had seen. Although the article begins as a book review of two
of Kerouac's novels, it soon becomes an assault upon the Beat Generation, and thereafter a co11111entary on the low moral tone of a significant phase of American life.
"Although l agreed with its conclusions wholeheartedly, I was moat of all
impressed by the high quality of its writing and by the ingenious manner in which
the author quotes the Beat writers, and then uses their own words against them to
show how dangerous and foolish they are. In doing so, he quotes descriptions of
sex acts as they appear in the Beat novels, and again proceeds to condemn the stupidness and animality of the Beat view of sex."

***
Despite the essay's use of Beat writer Jack Kerouac's sex description in order
to condemn the style and sordid and distorted picture of America it would present,
Grebstein felt its use was proper because of the nature of his class. It is mostly
over the college age·--average age 24---with seven married women on the roster, and
one retired Colonel.
A former professor at the University of Kentucky, he said he had loaned or used
the essay in a course on the modern American novel three and that "until this day
no one·--student, parent or faculty·--had objected to my use of the material." The
University of Kentucky is an older institution than the new USF.

***
In the course in Florida, he wanted his students also to learn to understand
such critical writing in depth. He previously had assigned them to write an essay
in "normal" English, then in old fashioned rhetoric and finally in the style an
ignorant writer would use.
"We also have been studying the differences between denotative 'objective' language and connotative 'emotional' language. To this end, the students were assigned
an essay written in the objective or neutral fashion, the same essay then to be cast
into a loaded or opinionated form," Grebstein explained.
Then he gave them a tough assignment·--one many among them possibly could not
perform. He told them to write a really professional book review. To aid them do
it, he had them read what he considered the best: •:The Know Nothing Bohemians."
"I chose the article in question because it seemed to illustrate everything we
were doing: It was a fine example of mixed language levels, with the author's
skillful style contrasted to the poor work of those he was attacking; it was an
excellent illustration of how effectively connotative language could be employed,

and it was a typical review of the kind which appears in some of the most respected
magazines .."

***

Its quotations from Kerouac, while bad writing, were no more "lewd" than what
these same students had been reading in James Joyce, Ernest Hemingway and William
Faulkner, said the professor.
"I agree without reservation that the article contains language end descriptiona
which are not suitable for children," he went on. "However, I do not regard the
university students as children and 1 do not regard myself as a teacher of children,
but as a member of an adult intellectual community. It was with this attitude that
I came to the University of South Florida •••
"The article can stand on its own merits. It is a scathing attack written by a
reputable writer upon a corrupt literary cult, and it is a warning that we must not
follow the kind of behavior that the Beat Generation advocates. I can't feel in all
conscience that such a piece of writing has been harmful to my students at the
University of South Florida."

***

In an interview with this writer, Grebstein said recently: "This I can't understand. A state builds a beautiful institution at a cost of millions of dollars, and
then sits back and permits the viciousness of some people to destroy it as surely
as though they had planted bombs beside its foundations."
The mild mannered professor said the objections to the essay were that it overstepped the bounds of "camnon decency."
"But common decency is judged by intelligent men," he protested. "It also is
judged on whether it can go through the U.S. mail. This certainly has done so."
Should he have deleted the sex passages, as some defenders have said he might
have done?
"I couldn't have done that for two reasons: First, it would have been a violatior
of the copyright law, and secondly an act of censorship·--an act not in keeping with
intellectual freedom."
He said that the faculty morale here is so low now that professors have the
feeling they may be "plucked out of the classroom momentarily through the political
power of a single man."
NEXT: The essay's real message.
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8th in a series of ten
by Mabel Norris Chesley, associate editor
Tampans somewhat look on the new University of South Florida as their own, and
certainly as belonging to Floridians. Last week, 62 influential Tampa citizens
signed a petition addressed to the Board of Control to remind it that they pay taxes
to maintain the universities and to tell the board to "remind our employee, the
faculties, that they also have a responsibility to us, the people."
The petition said the current controversy over education in Florida "was provoked by Dr. Grebstein's act in furnishing his class with an essay on beatnik litera·
ture entitled 'The Know Nothing Bohemians~~ It should be noticed also, according
to our information, that this essay was handed to the class with the advice that it
was not for them to keep nor for the 'Johns Committee'. 0

***

This was part of the accusation against Dr. Sheldon Grebstein, assistant professor of English, who was suspended for using the literature. A faculty committee'
inyestigation of the incident, which led to his reinstatement, found that a minority
of the students in the class thought be had said "Keep this from the Johns Committee,
but in jest. A couple said he said it sarcastically.
Grebstein can't recall the statement, but he said: "Since I came to the campus
I have heard nothing but comments, jokes, and condemnations of the Johns Committee
in all kinds of situations ••• To me, it seems that if I did say it, a remark
which was made entirely in jest, which capitalized, as teachers often do, 1 think,
on whatever students happen to be thinking or talking about."
But it's the essay itself which the charge to the Board of Control from taxpayers mostly was concerned. It could not see its "purported" use to demonstrate
that beatnik literature is "contrary to ethics and intelligence itself."

***

Here is an excerpt from Norman Podhoretz' "The Know Nothing Bohemians":
"The Bohemianism of the 1920's represented a repudiation of the provinciality,
philistinism, and moral hypocrisy of American life·--a life, incidentally, which
was still essentially small town and in rural tone. Bohemia, in other words, was a
movement created in the name of civilization: its ideals were intelligence, cultivation, spiritual refinement. • •
"the political radicalism that supplied the characteristic coloring of Bohemianism in the 1930's did nothing to alter the urban, cosmopolitan bias of the 1920's.
At its best, the radicalism of the 1930's was marked by deep intellectual seriousness and aimed at a state of society in which the fruits of civilization would be
available more widely • • •
"The Bohemianism of the 1950's is another kettle of fish altogether. It is
hostile to civilization; it worships primitivism, instinct, energy, 'blood.' To the
extent that it has intellectual interests at all, they run to mystical doctrines,
irrational philosophies, and left wing Reichianism • • •"

***

"Quoting the dull Jack Kerouac, leader of the beatnik writers: 'I got her in
my bedroom after a long talk in the dark of the front room. She was a nice little
girl, simple and true, and tremendously frightened • • • '" Podhoretz says: "This is
rather touching, but only because the narrator is really just as frightened~ •• as
that nice little girl was." And he quotes other passages dealing with sex to show:
"The plain truth is that the primitivism of the Beat Generation serves first of all
as a cover for an antiintellectuallism so bitter that it makes the ordinary American'
hatred of eggheads seem positively benign. Kerouac and his friends like to think
of themselves as intellectuals, but this is only a form of newspeak •.

"So long as he utters these banalities with his tongue tied and without comprehension of their meaning so long as he makes noises that come out of his soul
(since they couldn't possibly have come out of his mind}, he passes the test of true
intellectuality.
"I happen to believe that there is direct connection between the flabbineH of
American middle class life and the spread of juvenile crime in the 19SO'a, but I
also believe that juvenile crime can be explained partly in terms of the same resent·
ment against normal feeling and the attempt to cope with the World through intelligence that lies behind Kerouac and Ginsberg.
"Even the relatively mild ethos of Kerouac's books can spill over easily into
brutality, for there is a suppressed cry in those books: Kill the intellectuals who
can talk coherently, kill the people who can sit still for five minutes at a time,
kill those incomprehensible characters who are capable of getting involved seriously
with a woman, a job, a cause."

***

The last two paragraphs are the heart of the essay which Dr. Grebstein chose to
present to young adults and the older people in his advanced writing class•--paragraphs containing a cry to Americans to beware of the beatnik's claim that he's
forming a new revolution in America.
It was this essay which the 62 Tampans condemned, along with their condemnation
of the professor, saying: ''We sadly recognize that we have not reached a state of
maturity so that we can trust all persons to comport themselves as they must in
society, and therefore, laws must be adopted as a checkmate against those who can't
restrain themselves voluntarily from committing injuries against the rights of their
fellow man ••• there may have to be checkmates on the unruly minority ••• "
It added that most of the faculty at the University of South Florida are dedi•
cated to "a great purpose" and exercise "judgment and restraint."
The three year old university's travail, now nearing the and of its first year,
began with the words of a 'bonfidential informant" who went directly to the Johns
Committee to declare that the institution had become one of wrong purpose and judg·
ment, and without restraint:
NEXT: The faceless people.
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JOHNS GROUP SHELLS OUT MONEY TO 'CONFIDENTIAL' INFORMANTS
9th in a series of ten
by Mabel Norris Chesley, associate editor
A witness is a person who gives testimony, usually in a court of law, after
taking an oath that he will tell the truth about an incident or person under suspicion by the agents of organized society.
An informant is somewhat the same as a witness, though a teacher could be
described as an informant as he or she lectures before a class of students on the
basis of knowledge she has which they have not yet attained.
Both give information, but a teacher does not have to take a direct oath to tell
the truth as she informs students.
Perhaps it was on this thought that the Florida Legislative Committees lnvesti·
gation of Organizations dubbed witnesses before it "informants"----technically, no
oath is required.
And tacked "confidential" to the description apparently to protect the accusers
from having to testify in court.

***

Floridans, in the fiscal year ending last June 30, have paid out $8,840 for
"confidential" informants through this comnittee.
The money was disbursed in every month except March in the last fiscal year,
and in odd monthly amounts.
The payments ranged from $25.14 in November, 1961, to $273.28 last June.
One can't believe they are any form of bribery. First of all the amounts aren't
big enough, and what taker of a bribe would bother with 14 cents and 28 cents?

***
But these odd amounts add up to make part of the $208,412.88 the Johns Committee
has spent in the years since it has been a strange arm of the State Legislature.
Relatively, the fees for confidential informants was quite small, of course.
They don't begin to match the amounts spent for salaries of investigators, tra•
vel, per diem allowances, printed and printing material, secretaries and long distance telephone calla.
But they are, perhapa,the outstanding invitation for the curious.
Don't let your curiosity get away from you though.
Remember that word "confidential."
There is nothing in the records, transcribed from film by The News-Journal,
which gives any hint who the confidential informants are.
Surely, they all can't be one R. J. Strickland, though moat of the state voucherc
for informant fees bear his name.

***
It is known, however, that students at the University of South Florida appeared
before the committee when it presumably began to investigate charges of Communist
infiltration, or "subversion," at the newest state institution for higher learning,
and wound up attacking teaching materials and selection of lecturers.
The students were taken to motel rooms in Tampa and queried about their professors and their curriculum, and heavens knows what else.
Possibly, some of them got the $607.71 in confidential informant fees spent
during the four months of the investigation. At least, the mysterious records of the
committee make it appear that the period from February to .June was the time the
investigation was under way.
However, the July vouchers show informant fees of $9.90 and $57.36·--possibly
they cover an expense for this purpose in the preceding month. In that case, informants for the SFU investigation cost $674.97.

***

tl

" "'

B~t that's picayunish when compared to what the committee spent for informants

when it first was constituted in 1957, and started out to investigate the National
Assn. for the Advancement of Colored People.
Then it put out a whooping $3,447.95 for such fees.
It started out gently that year, though.
The first fee was for just $85, and in real cloak and dagger style, the voucher
showed it was for "Informant A." Like most of the others, the voucher made R. J.
Strickland the payee.
That was in July, the first month the committee operated. Informant A must have
kept Strickland very busy---there was quite a lull in payment of informant fees.

***

Then, in November of 1957 things began to pop, evidently.
A voucher was issued to Strickland for $960 for "records and transcript from
confidential source."
In December came another one with the same wording, but a lesser amount. It was
only for $570. But January more than made up the difference. Again with the same
wording, a voucher carried the amount of $470.
The champion voucher of all that year, though, was for a Strickland confidential
inforiner. It's amount: $1,000.
Otherwise all of the Strickland informant vouchers in all of the years of his
association with the comnittee were in those odd amounts: $19.61 (with an additional
$18 in the voucher for secretarial service), $23.20, $58.82.

***

The name of Mark Hawes appeared on three vouchers for informants in the first
three years of the committee. One was for $60 in June of 1958; the other for $506.10
in June of 1959, and the last for $32.20 in May of 1960. Possibly, they did not all
,. ._ go to one inform.ant.. Hawes has a habit of turning in some of his expenses in lump
sums at the close of the fiscal year.
Just who are Mark Hawes and R. J. Strickland?
NEXT: The lawyer and the snooper.
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INVESnGATORS R.UN UP BIG PART OF JOHNS C<HilTTEE'S EXPENSE
Last in a series of ten
by Mabel Norris Chesley, associate editor
An investigating committee must have investigators. Committee members are
business or professional men before they are Legislators, and they can't take time
off to roam a state the size of Florida. So they hire people to do their snooping.
The Johns Committee hired two, at first. During the opening of the probe of
the University of South Florida last spring, it hired two more. Before the sumner
bad begun, it hired another and a secretary.

***

~

But first, it hired a Tampa lawyer, Mark Hawes.
Then, a short time later, it hired a Tallahassee policeman, R. J. Strickland .•
The latter has been the busiest of the two permanent employe1 of the committee.
A former Leon County Deputy Sheriff, he left that post when the Sheriff resigned a
few years ago, then the Sheriff turned up again as the new Tallahassee Police Chief.
Strickland was hired as a Sergeant.
Strickland should know Florida like a well read classic---if he approved of
classics. He has roamed the state from its boot top to its toe in search of evidence
on college professors who recomnend as reading material what they consider the best
examples of thought and writing from the past and frQlll contemporary authors.
It was for a latter such recommendation that a USF professor was suspended
this fall, though since reinstated. In the past few years, a wave of attempted book
banning has swept the state, with charges against the works of such writers as Plato,
Steinbeck, Faulkner, and the modern literary critic, Podboretz.

***
The records The News-Journal obtained from the off ice of the Secretary of State
on expenditures of the Johns Comnittee show that Hawes and Strickland have been
drawing a regular salary from the comnittee in the past five years.
It shows also that they get per diem, travel allowances and sums for "confiden·
tial informers."
Up to Sept. 24, 1962, the records show $208,412.88 has been spent by the committee since July, 1957.
Strickland and Hawes seemed to be racing each other in sharing the spending
of it.
Together, they accounted for $133,092.60 of the total amount in their salaries,
travel and hotel, miscellaneous expenses and "confidential informant fees."

***
If a race there was, Strickland won it. His expenses and salary total $43,083.77
including $7,539.69 for informant fees.
Hawes, who accounted for $57,615.25 of the total expenditures, spent only
$831.51 for those fees. In fact, he seems to have gone out of the informer business.
In the 1961-62 fiscal year, no vouchers were · issued to him for such an expenditure;
he paid none in this new fiscal year up to Sept. 11, the last date for which a
canceled voucher was available that bore his name.
When be was paying off informants. Hawes went only for the larger ones. One was
paid $60, as Voucher No. 85740, in June, 1958, shows. Another, in June, 1959, seemeo
pretty well to fix the year's total. Voucher No. 83442 was for $506.10.
The comnittee's attorney had no really odd amounts, as did investigator Strickland. The latter's payments,presumably to faceless or masked people, were as low
as $9.90.

***

But Strickland still topped Hawes in generosity. Voucher No. 52868 was for
$1,000, and it paid for 11 records and transcripts from confidential sources."
These two are on a monthly retainer basis, with Hawes drawing $916.66, whether
he actually does work for the coumittee or not.
Strickland started at $625 a month; immediately got another $300 for "special
services," then went to $700 a month.
When he became deeply involved last spring in the investigation of USF---his
findings now repudiated by faculty committees and the Board of Control---Strickland
went to $750 a month.

***
In a statement on the Hawes-Strickland expenses to the Dade County legislative
delegation's open hearing prior to the 1961 session, the Miami Chapter of the
American Civil Liberties Union said Hawes, on the basis of hours worked, 11 is the
highest paid employe in Florida."
"In the three year period ending June 30, 1960, he received $30,249.78 in
salaries, plus $861 in per diem pay---showing he only worked in that three year
period part of 80 days. He also received $1,100 for travel reimbursement and he
also received $566, which he claims to have paid out to 'confidential informants,'
whose names are known to no one. All this has an achievement of absolute zero, he
having lost his case before the Supreme Court."
Of Strickland: "In the three year period ••• be received a total salary of
$21,642.74, plus a per diem of $545.01, showing that he worked for the. state 500
days ••• The fantastic total of more than $8,000 in travel expenses ••• showing
that he claimed to have traveled 80,000 miles in this three year period ••• He has
the power to dispense $5,476.97 in confidential informant fees so that the Legislature has no means of knowing who got this money ••• "

***

In figuring the cost for which these two are accountable, one must consider
other than their salaries and expenses, however. Along the way of their travels,
they hired secretarial help which was paid too---salaries and per diem.. In the firs ·
three years, a committee secretary cost the taxpayers $8,651.54.
But that was cheap. In the 1960-61 fiscal year alone, the conmittee secretary
cost $3.841.20. In the next fiscal year, that cost went to $4,231.95, a total of
$8,073.15 for two years.
Court reporters had to be hired to take testimony of "confidential informants"
as they were interviewed in such places as the plush Hawaiian Motel in Tampa, and
they accounted for a sizeable chunk of the cost. This kind of reporting is demanding work because it must be accurate. So court reporters can coumend a good daily
fee, plus per diem and travel cost.
For example, charged to this joint legislative committee is the sum of $580.50,
on Voucher No. 108929, paid to Lathrop & Richardson," for a meeting of the Senate
Investigating Committee in the Capitol on April 16 and 17, 1962---the height of the
USF probe. The reporting firm traveled 504 miles to and from the meeting, charged
a fee of $50 for two days; $22 "subsistence," and $453.60 for an original and two
copies of 378 pages of testimony. There were additional small charges for binders
and postage.
there is nothing in the record to show why the coumittee did not hire a Tallahassee reporting service.

***
However, this is a piddling amount in comparison to a 1959 expenditure for a
court reporter.
In February, there is an entry for $2,869---to court reporter Richard H. Lee.
Broken down, t he sum was for $292.81 for travel; $32.50 for subsistence and $2,543.
80 for "transcription."
Records of the committee for last month's costs are not available yet, so there'
no way of knowing if they contain a side cost. Parts of literature used in a USP
class and which the Johns Committee thought immoral were read into the record of the
Senate during the special and f-cuitless session on reapportionment. This so called
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literature now is a part of Florida's historical record.

***

In the record up to the end of the last fiscal year, vouchers show payment of
$542.68 for magazine subscriptions, including Newsweek, regular monthly newapaper
bills, and various pamphlet• and tracts, and some unexplainable titlea.
"Human Events," a publication sponsored by a far right group in Texas and
financed by a wealthy oil man and "materials" from the "Florida Coalition of Patriotic Societies" are S1Dong the recognizable names on vouchers.
Strickland and Hawes often have been called the curious Bobbsey Twins, though
they rarely travel together. They're virtually ethereal too. No one knowa quite
where they'll turn up in Florida.
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THE JOHNS COMMI'l'TEE
Ending yesterday was The Morning Journal's series of 10 articles on the so
called Johna Committee of the Florida Legislature---a series intending, first of
all, to show Ploridans how this group of men have been spending tax money over the
past five years.
The revelations were not published to try to obtain a blanket condemnation of
legislative inveetigation powers, or the spending of tax money for that purpose.
After all, in a budget calling for nearly $1 billion in two years for public
services, the $208,412 spent by the Johns Committee is canparatively small. It
would pay only for a small part of a new public school and furnish salaries annually
for only about 43 new teachers.
However, secondly, the series was intended to show Florida how much better it
would have been if that sum had been spent for a part of a needed new school or the
salaries of 43 new teachers.
The sum---more money than most Floridans ever will see in their bank accounts--has bought the state nothing but a loss of teacher confidence in our legislative
system and caused a populace to be divided by suspicion, tinged with hate.

***

The disrespect university professors feel for this committee is perhaps best
noted by the joke that went the rounds on the University of South Florida campus
during the fall. There, during a coffee session, a professor reached for the sugar
bowl. A colleague grabbed his hand and whispered: "Better not. Sugar is sweet,
and that makes it effeminate. There just could be a spy for the Johna COlllDittee
in those students over there!"
The joke is symbolic of the excesses in which this committee engaged·--the prying into the attitudes of teachers, the material they used, their personal lives.
Still another example of the excesses is not a joke, It actually happened.
_A curious library attacbe at one of the universities asked a committee investigator
bow in the world he knew whom to begin investigating as a homosexual, and he repliec
"It's simple. A homosexual always is tall; he wears glasses, and be' s always
in need of a haircut."

* * .,,

No, the series did not intend to place a blanket condemnation on all members of
the committee. But it was felt that the public should know that some among its
members, at least, were labelling people by a blanket description, and that it
intended to mold education in the state after a fashion that would inhibit its
growth·--growth so badly needed in this state more than any other.
The purpose of a legislative investigating coamittee, as we see it, is to
determine if Florida needs new laws to control a problem or to induce expansion.
Such a committee should not be a composite prosecutor and judge of men and ideas--it is not empowered to set rules for others that damage their effectiveness.
The Florida Supreme Court so has ruled in two decisions it has handed down whicl
have tried to dent the power of this rampaging invasion on the state's academic and
organizational community. The court upheld the right of an organization not to
reveal memberships and it reinstated three public school teachers the committee
forced out of jobs; the administration of USF returned two professors the investigators caused to be suspended, and probably no one ever will know how many University of Florida professors left their posts out of disgust with the "lnquisition11
on that campus.

***

I

<

At issue in this whole business eventually was involved the term "academic
freedom." Does a teacher, particularly in a university, have the right to use
recognized materials in a class; to induce students to search both sides of a
question for truth, and to live a personal life?
The Johns Committee, backed by a relative handful of citizens, have said no at
great expense. The committee's snoopers, plus the minority pressure, forced the
Board of Control to adopt stringent rules last October which proscribed a narrow
view for teachers and ordered university administrations to keep files on teachers
and students to record their "attitudes and behavior."
Professors threatened wholesale exodus; they would not stay in Florida under
such rules.
So, alarmed by the growing public anger, the board called a conference of its
members and educators to consider just what academic freedom means.
A compromise has been reached, but it probably won't be tested until a new
term, new materials and new guest lecturers on the campuses send the committee's
snoopers around again to see if they can spot any more "evil."

***

the test of the relaxed rules will be in how firm the Board of Control is going
to be in asserting its legal right to be the sole judge of academic worth of a
higher learning system. The Constitution clearly gives that right to the board; a
legislative committee's only role in state education is in its power to probe ways
"' of fulfilling the constitutional comnand to provide "liberal" maintenance of lower
and secondary education.
The return of academic freedom to the campuses also depends on how well the
Board of Control has learned the lesson of the Johns episode. The new rules reserve
to the board the right to pass on, or "enjoin," professors in their selection of
teaching materials; it continues to command investigation by the administration
into the "moral behavior" of students and teachers.
In some parts of the state, a militant minority still is demanding that higher
education in Florida be overturned in order to "protect" its children. At a
meeting recently in Zephyrhills, a parent heard the protest of students over a
speaker's statement that a scholar must be free to search ideas, and the parent
hinted that the student just didn't know yet how "immoral" university professors are.
These people are allied to the political power that is invest in Charley Johns
of Starke, a man who, the publication Who's Who in the South says "attended" high
school and "attended" college, while other listings use "graduated from" and list
degrees obtained. Johns also is a leader in a Legislature which permits him to
have such power.

***

In 1963, the Florida Legislature will meet to determine new laws and new sources
to meet a budget on which the recent freeze put a squeezing hand. The state will
need every penny it lawfully can obtain to meet expenses that will be greater than
ever·--including costs of its mushrooming youth population which must seek new
truths.
It sincerely is hoped the people of Florida will inform that session they want
no further appropriations for the Johns Committee---that instead, the Legislature
should channel any request the committee makes right into the listing under the
heading: "Education."
Let's end this ridiculous, wasteful travesty on the heading's name.
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